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1. Summary
Conventionalnetwork middleboxesprocess packets either
per-ﬂow (e.g., forwardingtables, MPLS) or per-packet (e.g.,
DPI, IDS, ﬁrewalls). Each approach offers protocol de-
signers different levels of control. Flow-processing simpli-
ﬁes “macro”-level decisions by abstracting the packet-by-
packet details, while packet-processing exposes those de-
tails, providing “micro”-level control. Currently, due to ar-
chitectural or hardware constraints, network protocols must
typically use one paradigm or the other.
We present an OpenFlow element for Click, which allows
hybrid packet and ﬂow processing. Such a hybrid model
could offer the best of both worlds: the ﬂexibility of packet-
based processing, and the simplicity ﬂow-based processing.
The talk will include motivation, a description of the design,
and a demonstration of the element in use.
The recently proposed OpenFlow protocol [1] provides a
commoninterfacetocontrolhowpacketsare forwarded. Us-
ing OpenFlow, a centralized controller manipulates the ﬂow
processing properties across the network. Click allows cre-
ating customizedpacket processingdevices by interconnect-
ing various elements. but the element paths traversed by the
packets at run time are determined statically and cannot be
changed dynamically.
To create a hybrid of the two models, we have added
an OpenFlow interface to the Click router with the
OpenFlowClick element [2]. This element allows a con-
troller to install rules to make packets traverse different ele-
ment paths. It also allows a single controller to control mul-
tiple Click routers at the same time. This interface opens
up many possibilities for new classes of trafﬁc-processing
applications. For example, hybrid elements could elimi-
nate duplicate packets, take speciﬁc actions based on pre-
determined packet-based rules, perform exception handling
and anomaly detection based on periodic inspection of pay-
loads, and generally combine decentralized packet process-
ing with centralized control. Figure 1 shows a generic use
case scenario. Despite these possibilities, this hybrid design
also introducesseveralchallenges, includingdecidingwhich
version of Click to use to implement an OpenFlow element,
modifying speciﬁc kernel mechanisms, and abstracting var-
ious functions into the appropriate classes.
2. Design and Implementation
The OpenFlowClick runs as the Click kernel mod-
ule. The secchan and dpctl utilities from OpenFlow are
used with this element without modiﬁcation. Secchan es-
tablishes secure communication channel with the controller.
Dpctl passes commands to the element from user space.
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Figure 1: An example OpenFlow+Click network.
Figure 2: OpenFlowClick Architecture
Figure 2 shows the internal architecture of this element.
Communication between the OpenFlowClick element
in kernel space and secchan in user space occurs over a
netlink interface. The control path installs packet forward-
ing rules received from controller. The data path module
matches rules and forwards packets. Linear and hash tables
are used to store wild card and exact match rules respec-
tively. Thepacketbufferstoresthe packetsawaitingdecision
from the controller and a periodic timer module deletes the
timed out rules from the table.
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